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WHAT THE SECURE ACT COULD MEAN FOR RETIREMENT PLANS 

If passed, it would change some long-established retirement account rules.

If you follow national news, you may have heard of the Setting Every 
Community Up for Retirement Enhancement (SECURE) Act. Although the 
SECURE Act has yet to clear the Senate, it saw broad, bipartisan support in 
the House of Representatives. 

This legislation could make Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) a more 
attractive component of retirement strategies and create a path for more 
annuities to be offered in retirement plans – which could mean a lifetime 
income stream for retirees. However, it would also change the withdrawal 
rules on inherited “stretch IRAs,” which may impact retirement and estate 
strategies, nationwide.1 

Let’s dive in and take a closer look at the SECURE Act.

The SECURE Act’s potential consequences. Currently, traditional IRA 
owners must take annual withdrawals from their IRAs after age 70½. 
Once reaching that age, they can no longer contribute to these accounts. 
These mandatory age-linked withdrawals can make saving especially 
difficult for an older worker. However, if the SECURE Act passes the 
Senate and is signed into law, that cutoff will vanish, allowing people of 
any age to keep making contributions to traditional IRAs, provided they 
continue to earn income.1

(A traditional IRA differs from a Roth IRA, which allows contributions at any 
age as long as your income is below a certain level: at present, less than 
$122,000 for single-filer households and less than $193,000 for married 
joint filers.)2

If the SECURE Act becomes law, you won’t have to take Required Minimum 
Distributions (RMDs) from a traditional IRA until age 72. You could actually 
take an RMD from your traditional IRA and contribute to it in the same year 
after reaching age 70½.3
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The SECURE Act would also effectively close the door on “stretch” IRAs. Currently, non-spouse beneficiaries of 
IRAs and retirement plans may elect to “stretch” the required withdrawals from an inherited IRA or retirement 
plan – that is, instead of withdrawing the whole account balance at once, they can take gradual withdrawals 
over a period of time or even their entire lifetime. This strategy may help them manage the taxes linked to the 
inherited assets. If the SECURE Act becomes law, it would set a 10-year deadline for such asset distributions.4

What’s next? The SECURE Act has now reached the Senate. This means it could move into committee for 
debate or it could end up attached to the next budget bill, as a way to circumvent further delays. Regardless, 
if the SECURE Act becomes law, it could change retirement goals for many, making this a great time to talk to a 
financial professional.
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THREE KEY QUESTIONS TO ANSWER BEFORE TAKING SOCIAL SECURITY 

When to start? Should I continue to work? How can I maximize my benefit?

Social Security will be a critical component of your financial strategy in retirement, so before you begin taking 
it, you should consider three important questions. The answers may affect whether you make the most of this 
retirement income source.

When to Start? The Social Security Administration gives citizens a choice on when they decide to start to receive 
their Social Security benefit. You can:

• Start benefits at age 62

• Claim them at your full retirement age

• Delay payments until age 70

If you claim early, you can expect to receive a monthly benefit that will be lower than what you would have 
earned at full retirement. If you wait until age 70, you can expect to receive an even higher monthly benefit than 
you would have received if you had begun taking payments at your full retirement age. 

When researching what timing is best for you, it’s important to remember that many of the calculations the Social 
Security Administration uses are based on average life expectancy. If you live to the average life expectancy, 
you’ll eventually receive your full lifetime benefits. In actual practice, it’s not quite that straightforward. If you 
happen to live beyond the average life expectancy, and you delay taking benefits, you could end up receiving 
more money. The decision of when to begin taking benefits may hinge on whether you need the income now 
or if you can wait, and additionally, whether you think your lifespan will be shorter or longer than the average 
American.1,2

Should I Continue to Work? Besides providing you with income and personal satisfaction, spending a few more 
years in the workforce may help you to increase your retirement benefits. How? Social Security calculates your 
benefits using a formula based on your 35 highest-earning years. As your highest-earning years may come later 
in life, spending a few more years at the apex of your career might be a plus in the calculation. If you begin taking 
benefits prior to your full retirement age and continue to work, however, your benefits will be reduced by $1 for 
every $2 in earnings above the prevailing annual limit ($17,640 in 2018). If you work during the year in which you 
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attain full retirement age, your benefits will be reduced by $1 for every $3 in earnings over a different annual limit 
($45,360 in 2018) until the month you reach full retirement age. After you attain your full retirement age, earned 
income no longer reduces benefit payments.2,3

How Can I Maximize My Benefit? The easiest way to maximize your monthly Social Security is to simply wait until 
you turn age 70 before claiming your benefits.1,2
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RETURNS (AS OF 6/30/19)

ASSET CLASS INDEX 4 WEEK YTD 1 YEAR 3 YEAR
US Large Cap S&P 500 TR 6.89% 17.35% 8.22% 11.91%

US Large Cap Dow Jones TR 7.19% 14.03% 9.59% 14.05%

US Small Cap Russell 2000 TR 6.90% 16.17% -4.66% 10.79%

International MSCI EAFE NR USD 5.77% 11.77% -1.86% 6.12%

Taxable Bonds Barclays US Agg Bond TR 1.26% 6.11% 7.87% 2.31%

DIVERSIFICATION, PATIENCE, AND CONSISTENCY 

Three important factors when it comes to your financial life.

Regardless of how the markets may perform, consider making the following part of your investment philosophy:

Diversification. The saying “don’t put all your eggs in one basket” has real value when it comes to investing. In 
a bear or bull market, certain asset classes may perform better than others. If your assets are mostly held in one 
kind of investment (say, mostly in mutual funds or mostly in CDs or money market accounts), you could be hit 
hard by stock market losses, or alternately, lose out on potential gains that other kinds of investments may be 
experiencing. There is an opportunity cost as well as risk.1

Asset allocation strategies are used in portfolio management. A financial professional can ask you about 
your goals, tolerance for risk, and assign percentages of your assets to different classes of investments. This 
diversification is designed to suit your preferred investment style and your objectives.

Patience. Impatient investors obsess on the day-to-day doings of the stock market. Have you ever heard of “stock 
picking” or “market timing”? How about “day trading”? These are all attempts to exploit short-term fluctuations 
in value. These investing methods might seem fun and exciting if you like to micromanage, but they could add 
stress and anxiety to your life, and they may be a poor alternative to a long-range investment strategy built 
around your life goals. 

Consistency. Most people invest a little at a time, within their budget, and with regularity. They invest $50 or $100 
or more per month in their 401(k) and similar investments through payroll deduction or automatic withdrawal. 
They are investing on “autopilot” to help themselves build wealth for retirement and for long-range goals. 
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Investing regularly (and earlier in life) helps you to take advantage of the power of compounding as well.

If you don’t have a long-range investment strategy, talk to a qualified financial professional today.
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